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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BANGLADESH 

HIGH COURT DIVISION 

(SPECIAL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION) 
 

WRIT PETITION NO. 5850 of 2023 

 IN THE MATTER OF: 

An application under Article 102 read 

with Article 44 of the Constitution of the 

People’s Republic of Bangladesh. 

And 

IN THE MATTER OF: 
 

Md. Golam Mohiuddin and others. 

..........  Petitioners 

-versus- 
 

Government of Bangladesh and others 

..........Respondents. 

And 

Mr. Mohammad Hossain with 

Mr. Md. Mesbahul Islam Asif, Advocate 

....... for the Petitioners. 
 

Mr. Tushar Kanti Roy, D.A.G with 

Mr. Md. Salim Azad, A.A.G  

    ........ For the Respondents  

 

Heard on: 28.05.2024 &. 

Judgment on 06.06.2024. 

Present: 

Mr. Justice Mustafa Zaman Islam 

and 

Mr. Justice S.M. Masud Hossain Dolon 

 
 

S.M. Masud Hossain Dolon, J: 

  

In this application under Article 102 of the Constitution of the 

People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Rule Nisi has been issued calling upon 

the respondents to show cause as to why the Notices under section 4(1) 

of the ���� ���� 	�
�� � ��� ��� ��, ���� bearing ����� 

��: ��(��) dated 29.12.2022 issued in the name of wrong person by 
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the respondent No. 5 in L.A. Case No. 02/2022-2023 (Annexure-D & D-

1) and Notices under section 4(1) of the ���� ���� 	�
�� � 

��� ��� ��, ���� bearing ����� ��। 04.01.2023 issued 

��(��) dated by the respondent No. 5 fixing the date of joint inquiry on 

02.01.2023 in L.A. Case No. 02/2022-2023 (Annexure- F & F-1) and 

subsequent report vide !��" # ��.$%.�&��.���.�$.���.��-

�%. ��� (") dated 22.03.2023 changing the category of the schedule 

land (Annexure-H-2) should not be declared to have been issued and 

done without any lawful authority and are of no legal effect and /or 

pass such other or further order or orders as to this court may seem fit 

and proper. 

Facts relevant for disposal of the Rule are that the petitioners are 

co-sharer and owner of the schedule property. The Respondents issued 

notice to the petitioner under section 4(1) of the L.A. Case No. 02/2022-

2023 for acquisition of schedule land. The Ministry of Education vide 

Memo No. 37.00.0000.070.01.006.2014-199 on 05.06.2017 directed the 

respondents to conclude the acquisition process of the schedule 

property by awarding adequate compensation to the petitioners on 

urgent basis but they did not comply with the directions given by the 

Ministry of Education. Then petitioners preferred the Writ Petition 

being No. 15578 of 2017 before this Division and obtained Rule and 
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after hearing, the Rule was disposed of with some directions. For 

implementation of judgment and order passed in Writ Petition No. 

15578 of 2017 the petitioner were compelled to prefer a Contempt 

Petition No. 515 of 2019 in which contempt rule and repeated 

reminders were issued by this Division. Though the schedule land was 

recorded as Dhani in the R.S. Khatian but last 50 years the schedule 

land has been developed by filing earth and the category of which has 

been changed as high land. Therefore the respondents fixed the rent of 

the schedule land as residential rate and the petitioners have been 

paying the residential rent in the schedule land. Against the impugned 

judgment the respondents preferred a Civil Petition for Leave to Appeal 

No. 2900 of 2019 before the Hon'ble Appellate Division and after 

hearing the Leave Petition was disposed of. Lastly the respondents 

initiated L.A Case being No. 02/2022-2023 for acquisition of schedule 

land and issued notices to the wrong persons under Section 4(1) of the 

���� ���� 	�
�� � ��� ��� ��, ���� on 29.12.2022 and 

also filed the category of land as Dhani and accordingly the petitioners 

prayed for amending the notices. Thereafter another notice for 

acquisition under section 4(1) of the ���� ���� 	�
�� � ��� 

��� ��, ���� was issued on 04.01.2023 which was replaced by the 

same date and memo of earlier notices wherein the date 02.01.2023 

was mentioned for joint investigation which is absurd and 
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practically impossible. During pendency of the Writ Petition, Contempt 

Petition, Civil Petition for Leave to Appeal respondents willfully violated 

the Hon'ble Court's order and changed the nature and character of the 

schedule land by inviting tender for construction work. In this 

circumstances the petitioners filed an application on 29.05.2022 before 

the DC, Pabna for conversion of category of the land and accordingly an 

inquiry was held and report was submitted by the Union Assistant Land 

Officer, Poura Land Office, Ishwardi on 31.07.2022, but in vain. Then 

petitioners under such compelling situation preferred Writ Petition No. 

2255 of 2023 for a direction to dispose of the application to change the 

category of land. On 22.02.2023 after hearing, this Division was pleased 

to direct the respondents to dispose of the said application. Thereafter 

the DC, Pabna with an ulterior motive without followed due course of 

law mechanically has changed the category of land, but fact remains 

the category has not been changed, even the same was not intimated 

to the petitioners, but he prepared a report and issued a letter on 

22.03.2023 and communicated the same on 08.03.2023. The category 

of land has not been changed in due course of law, rather a mechanical 

letter was issued to that effect by the DC, Pabna even after so called 

change of land the DC, Pabna received the rent at the residential rate of 

the schedule land lastly on 03.04.2023 which loudly reveals the 

malafide and illegality of the respondents. Thereafter petitioners 

stating the facts in details filed a complaint before the Divisional 
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Commissioner, Rajshahi on 30.03.2023 and accordingly the L.A. Case 

was returned without any approval to the DC, Pabna for holding further 

inquiry of the land in question. That pursuant an inquiry was held on 

24.04.2023 and 27.04.2023, but the said land was not demarcated 

properly, more so the infrastructures and trees were not counted and 

included in the investigation and accordingly the petitioners filed an 

application on 30.04.2023 before the DC, Pabna with a request to 

supply the copy of the joint investigation list, but in vain. It is pertinent 

here to mention that the category of land has developed and changed 

much earlier from Dhani (
�() to residential (�����") and accordingly 

the rent of the land has been determined as residential rate. The 

petitioners have been paying the rent for the land at the residential 

rate. The petitioners also prayed for approval of construction of 

building thereon before the Ishwardi Pourasava, Pabna by deposited 

requisite fees on 12.01.2002. The Ishwardi Government College, Pabna 

earlier filed Other Class Suit No. 31 of 2017 before the Joint District 

Judge, 2nd Court, Pabna against the handing over the possession of the 

suit land pursuant to an order of the Contempt Petition No. 277 of 2015 

against the Government and petitioners, where in the Ishwardi 

Government College, Pabna categorically mentioned the infrastructures 

and trees which are situated over the schedule land of the petitioners 

under acquisition. It appears from the Mouza Rate 2023-2024 of the 

Mosuria Para Mouza, Ishwardi, Pabna it reveals that there are extreme 
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differences between the rate of Dhani, Residential and Potit category 

land whereas the DC, Pabna is treating the high category land as low 

category to deprive the petitioners from their legal entitlement.  

Thereafter, having found no other equally efficacious remedy the 

petitioners filed the instant writ petition and obtained the Rule.  

Mr. Md. Mesbahul Islam Asif, the learned Advocate for the 

petitioners submits that after preparation of the impugned report 

dated 22.03.2023 as to the category of land the DC, Pabna has been 

accepting the rent as residential rate of the schedule land which reveals 

that the land has changed as residential category but he submitted 

vexatious report to the apex court of the country and hence judicial 

intervention is immense urgent. He further submits that two residential 

building are situated in the eastern part of the schedule property which 

is admittedly a residential area and accordingly the rent of which has 

been fixed as residential rate and the petitioners have been paying rent 

at residential rate from long since and they are entitled to get 

compensation of the schedule land at the residential rate fixed for the 

year 2023-2024 otherwise they will be highly prejudiced. He further 

submits that the requiring body itself claimed the structure are situated 

over the schedule land in the plaint of the Other Class Suit No. 31 of 

2017 whereas the respondents excluded the same without demarcation 

of the schedule property for which the petitioners have been suffering 

irreparable loss and injury. The report dated 29.09.1999 submitted by 
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the Upazilla Nirbahi Officer that the land is situated within Ishwardi 

College compound and the petitioners also prayed for approval of 

construction from authority concerned which is no manner can be 

treated as low category land other that residential category. Learned 

Advocate further submits that due process of law is to be followed for 

changing the category of land, but the Deputy Commissioner, Pabna 

without following the due process most illegally changed the category 

of land and mechanically issued a letter on 22.03.2023 and 

communicated the same on 08.03.2023 which is palpably illegal and is 

liable to be declared without any lawful authority and is of no legal 

effect. Learned Advocate lastly submits that the malafide and illegality 

of the respondents have not been infringed the right to property of the 

petitioners as guaranteed under Article 31 and 42 the Constitution of 

the Peoples Republic of Bangladesh and hence judicial intervenes is 

immense urgent. 

Mr. Tushar Kanti Roy, the learned Deputy Attorney General on 

behalf of the respondent submits that the land has been acquired by 

the Government being RS Khatian No. 88 and Dag No. 279 and 299 as 

per Exhibit-D and D1, Class of land is Dhani (d¡¢e) therefore, the 

registered owner of the land will get compensation as per ���� ���� 

	�
�� � ��� ��� ��, ����. After acquisition, Government is 

always ready to grant compensation as per law, if the owner of the land 
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reclassifies the land for the purpose of making illegal profit, the 

Government will not bear the responsibility or 

compensation for the same.  

We have perused the writ petition and all other relevant papers 

submitted by the parties in connection with the contents of this writ 

petition along with supplementary affidavit, affidavit in opposition 

appended thereto. It appears that this is a case of land acquisition 

admittedly, Government has duly acquired the land for Ishwardi 

Government College. The dispute relates classification of acquisition of 

land. The landowner as petitioners claim that they have been paying 

their land rent as a residential for a long time that is why the land is a 

non agriculture land but DC, Pabna claims that the land is agricultural 

land as per S.A. record. In the writ Jurisdiction we can only consider 

admitted facts. In this circumstances we have perused record that 

Principal of Ishwardi Government College was filed a suit bearing No. 

31/17 and  admitted that they have been used this land for their 

various activities for about 54 years in column two of the petition of 

this suit which run as follow:- 

“�) ���� �*
+ ,-��( ��"��( "*�*�� 

.�� ./0, ��� .��12 , ���,3,��,�� 

	�4�, ��ু6�� 7�, শ��� ����, ��9(: 

69�"� ;*��� �<, "*�*� =*�*শ� 6�"� 

��>� =শ���" ?�*� ��/� "�� ?�*� 
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�":���#শ, �+��@, ��AB�, য�9�:�*9� 

��>� "*�*�� 6D ��*9 ��/�*� ���?E 


�*� 4�� � �� /�F 6��� �� ���?E 


�*� ���G 6H ���:�*F। �) (") 

96শ(� ����*9 ,-��( "*�� =�9I� 

"�� ��*9� 	�+���
 �$  �J��  6য2K 

,-��( "*�� শ��K 6ু2 ?�*� .?�/ ��� 

"��*9*F।” 

In this situation it is admitted by the requiring party of the 

schedule land, the Ishwardi Government College, Pabna that the 

infrastructures and various activities are situated over the schedule 

land of the petitioners.  

But we find that according to RS record, the schedule land is 

classified as agriculture. It appears that the section 4 of the ���� 

���� 	�
�� � ��� ��� ��, ���� provides that land 

development tax on nonagricultural land. (1) Land development of non 

agricultural land all of the country according to the land value and use 

for determining the tax rate land can be classified into several 

classes.(2) The Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, 

from time to time, subsection (1) may fix or refix the rate of land 

development tax for any area classified under (3) The Government 

shall, by notification in the Government Gazette, fix and refix the rate of 
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land development tax on nonagricultural land by dividing the 

nonagricultural land into commercial, industrial and residential and 

other categories based on use explanation 'Residential and other 

categories' means nonagricultural land not used for commercial or 

industrial purposes, such as residential and office buildings, roads, 

fields, courtyards, structures etc. owned by public-private 

organizations or individuals. 

On scrutiny of investigation report dated 31.07.22 submitted by 

Union Land Assistant Officer, Poura Land officer, Ishwardi, Pabna, it 

appears R.S. Dag No. 297 of 0.4211 of land is classified as Dhani but 

presently used as play ground and Eidga as fillup the land. R.S. Dag No. 

299 of 0.53435 of land is classified as “Dhani” but presently remain 

“Patit” fallen because it is uncultivated. But both the R.S. Dag Nos. 297 

and 299 are fixed by Tax as Residential rate. 

We meticulously scrutinized the Joint survey report dated 

17.05.2023 and the said Joint investigation was done by Additional 

Deputy Commissioner (Revenue), Assistant Commissioner (land) of 

Ishwardi, Land Acquisition Officer, in presence of representative of 

Requiring Body (RD) and the writ petitioners and Joint investigation was 

done on 24.04.2023. The Joint investigation report was submitted 

before us by Md. Salim Azad, Assistant Attorney General by affidavit as 

Annexure-10. It appears that Joint investigation found though the R.S. 

Dag No. 279 of 0.47 acre land was classified as “Dhani” land but the 
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same land is equal high of the Ishwardi Government College and 

nearest Government Road as such Joint investigation Report classified 

the land as “Vita”. In R.S. Dag No. 299 of 0.80 acres of land was 

classified as “Dhani” but the Joint investigation committee by their 

investigation practically found a home is situated on 0.1825 acres of 

land and also a road is acres on land of 0.0300 acres further 0.5875 of 

land is remain “Patit” and the Joint investigation committee is opined to 

treat the sand 0.5865 of land is “Dhani”.  

Now the Moot question remains whether 0.5865 of “Patit” land 

can be treated as agricultural land due to the joint investigation 

committee proposed of 0.5865 acres of land may be treated as “Dhani”. 

On scrutiny of Government policy on Land Development Tax on Non-

Agricultural Land and Land Development Tax on Agricultural Land in 

Urban Areas by memo No. 17(64)-¢f¢p/ØVÉ¡V-1/84 dated 19.05.1984 

issued and signed by Deputy Secretary of Land Administration and Land 

Reform Ministry, Annexure-4, provided that- 

“শ�� �� .6L� 3��"�: ."� ��� য�� 	"M �G ��� ����*� 

�+���*�� ;*N*শ+ 6�99 ���� �: 9*� ;��� 	"M �G ��� 

����*� ��*��O9 ��*� 3�# 9��ুয�:( ;��*�� ?P �� ;E: 

"� �
2���9 ��*�।” 
 

On the other hand the Memo No. 17(64)-¢f¢p/ØVÉ¡V-1/84 dated 

19.05.1984 issued and signed by Deputy Secretary of Land 

Administration and Land Reform Ministry, Annexure Q of the writ 
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petition issued determination and collection of the land development 

tax on land used for agricultural purpose within the municipal area  

provided “ ï¢j¢V EQ¥ (¢i¢V) S¢j qC−mJ k¢c Eq¡ L«¢o L¡−S hÉhq²a qCu¡ b¡−L a¡q¡ 

qC−m L«¢o S¢jl SeÉ ¢edÑ¡¢la q¡l Ae¤p¡−lC Cq¡l ï¢j Eæue Ll Bc¡u L¢l−a qC−hz 

From above discussion it appears that the schedule land is not 

used for agricultural purpose and the Joint investigation committee 

only recommend 0.5865 of land may be treated as “Dhani” but said 

land of 0.5865 is remain “Patit” as non agricultural land moreover land 

tax is collecting at the rate of residential tax. So the owner of the land is 

entitled to get the compensation of this land as residential as per law. 

 In view of the discussion made above we find substances 

submission of the learned Advocate for the petitioner.  

  Thus, we find merit in this Rule. 

In the result, the Rule is made absolute without any order as to 

cost. The respondents are directed to issue fresh notices under section 

4(1) of the ���� ���� 	�
�� � ��� ��� ��, ���� 

mentioned the current date and category of land as per rent receipt 

upon the petitioners of the schedule property within 60(sixty) days 

from the date of the receipt of this judgment.  

Communicate the order at once.  

 

Mustafa Zaman Islam, J: 

     I agree 
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Asad/B.O 

 


